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"Mister Thompson was perfectly fine. How did he suddenly die? Who killed him?" Leon was a bit uncertain after he recovered

from the shock. He could not understand what happened.

"Who else could it be?! Leon, you fiend. You killed my son. How dare you speak so casually right now?! I'll make sure you pay

with your life to appease his soul!" August, who was beside Arthur, could not hold back his rage anymore.

The person who killed his son was right in front of him. He could no longer hold back his anger and hatred as he charged forward

with a powerful wave of energy, aiming right for Leon!

"Are you saying that I've killed Yonas? W-what does that have to do with me?" Leon was shocked to hear that. He could not

believe his ears!

He finally understood why Arthur and the Thompsons were barging in and demanding for his head like that. So, they have all

mistakenly believed that he was Yonas' murderer!

While Leon was feeling shocked, August immediately appeared before Leon with unbelievably fast speed and struck out right at

Leon's head!

The attack was just too sudden, and Leon was completely unprepared. Without any defenses up, he had no time to fight back

and could only watch as August's attack came for him!

If August's attack struck Leon, Leon would definitely suffer heavy injuries at the very least, since he did not have the Mirror of

Sovereign to protect his head!

Seeing that Leon was in danger, Chandler did not hesitate at all. He quickly appeared in front of Leon.

After that, with a wave of immense power, he quickly struck out to intercept August's attack!

With a violent clash, Chandler and August’s attacks collided!

After that, Chandler's body did not budge a single inch!

August was only at around the same level as Angus had been before. He was only at the Semi Almighty State, which was very

far behind Chandler, who was already at the Almighty State!

August had not been able to stand up to Chandler's true energy at all and was immediately forced back. He could not help but

stagger a few steps back before he steadied himself.

"You're just at the initial Almighty State! Are you looking to die?!"

Arthur was furious when he saw Chandler forcing August back.

After that, he sent an incredibly strong wave of true energy out that seemed to contain the power of a tsunami right at Chandler!

"Advanced Almighty State..."

Chandler's expression changed dramatically when he felt the immense true energy coming from Arthur.

He did not dare to face it head-on at all. He immediately rolled away, trying to avoid the attack.

Yet, he was too much weaker than Arthur. Even using all he had, he failed to completely avoid Arthur's attack, and was still

struck!

Bang!

With a loud noise, Chandler was blown a few meters back by Arthur's attack before he slammed heavily onto the ground!

After he fell, he felt a pain coming from his chest. He could not stop himself from spitting out a mouthful of blood before he

crumpled to the ground weakly!

Thankfully, Arthur was only planning on getting revenge on Leon this time and did not plan to hurt the innocent!

Despite the internal injuries Chandler suffered, his life was not in danger at all after getting struck.
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